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THE ESSENTIAL
CHECKLIST

If you're thinking of grooming from
home, or starting a new business, we
need to get a few tools in order first. 

If I was starting over from scratch,
and I only had $500 to spend, this is
the checklist of items I would start
with. 

Of course there are quality-of-life
products that make our grooming life
10x easier. We'll cover those later. 

For now, here are the bare essentials
and what I would recommend any
new groomer have ready when
starting out.

Katlin Primrose
Advanced Professional Groomer



If I was starting over from scratch, and I
only had $500 to spend, these are the bare
minimum essentials I would get to start
grooming.

Corded Clippers Blades

Slicker Brush GreYHound Comb

Thinning Shears Curved Shears

SHEARS

BRUSHES

CLIPPERS

Nail Clippers (scissor

Type)

Quick stop (styptic)

powder

NAILS



Ear Cleaning Solution Cotton Balls / Gauze

EARS

SHAMPOO CONDITIONER

BATHING

SHAMMY TOWEL
HIGH VELOCITY dyer

(optional)

DRYING

RATED GROOMING TABLE GROOMING LOOP

TABLE

Grooming TABLE ARm

MISC.
PAPER TOWELS 5 Gallon Bucket

Extra Poop Bags A grooming/yoga Mat 

Ceramic Tile a good pair of shoes



CLIPPERS

MY PICKS

ANDIS EXCEL 5-Speed ClipperANDIS EXCEL 5-Speed Clipper  
Slightly more expensive but a pair that has proven to
be a rock-star in the salon. A powerful motor, multiple
speeds, while being light and easy to handle make this
the perfect all-around clipper.

ANDIS PRO AGC-2
The ideal clipper has adjustable
speeds, powerful torque with mid
to low SPM (strokes per minute) to
reduce friction and heat. All while
being easy to handle (with less
noise). 

My recommendation is to start
with corded clippers as they tend
to have more power and are
longer lasting. 

The Andis Pro AGC-2 is less expensive, and still an
absolute workhorse. However, it is much heavier
which causes fatigue over time. 

ANDIS PRO AGC-2ANDIS PRO AGC-2



BLADES
YOUR CLIPPERS ARE ONLY
AS GOOD AS YOUR BLADES

MY PICK

Have blades sharpened regularly

by visiting a  professional

sharpening service. 

Use clipping oil to reduce

friction. 

Avoid overheating by swapping

hot blades out for a cool one.

Allow the hot blade to cool on a

ceramic tile. 

Replacing blades can quickly become

expensive. Keep them in good shape

to improve their lifespan. 

Essentially, you need a minimum
of two blade lengths per dog. A
blade for the body length, and a
shorter blade length for sanitary and
sensitive areas.

For your very first set I recommend
a #5 as a good body length, and #10
for the shorter areas.

Expand your blade collection as
neccessary. 

WAHL BLADESWAHL BLADES
Wahl blades have a nicer groove
on the top of the blade, which
help comb the hair into the blade.
Overall we found these blades
have a nicer finish compared to
other brands.



BRUSHES
THE SLICKER BRUSH

CHRIS CHRISTENSENCHRIS CHRISTENSEN
MY PICK

The slicker is a brush made up of
dozens of tiny bendable pins. Each
pin digs into the coat and
separates individual hairs, making
it a god sent tool for dematting. 

Not all slickers are built the same.
A good quality slicker will have
measures to reduce or eliminate
brush burn.

Chris Christensen are the undisputed
champions of the slicker world. High
pin density, firm yet flexible, and
incredibly long lasting. 

The only downside is their high price
tag. But consider it a long term
investment. 



BRUSHES
THE GREYHOUND COMB

The greyhound comb is a beautiful, inexpensive, tool for finishing. It's
simply a long-toothed steel comb that can reach all the way to the
skin. Fantastic for finding hidden tangles and doing a final check. 

ANDIS PET STEEL COMB



Thinning shears are a groomers
best friend. They have one normal
shear blade and one toothed blade
which allow only part of the hair to
be cut. 

Perfect for softening  in unsightly
clipper lines, blending between
sections, or hiding "holes" in the
coat. 

They can also be used to remove
individual tangles without
completely cutting out all the hair.

SHEARS
THINNING SHEARS

CURVED SHEARS

Curved shears can be used to shape
the face, curve around the front of
the paws, or create seamless angles
around the body. 

They reach tight angles and cut
perfect curves that would otherwise
be difficult to achieve.



GROOMING TABLE

Don't just use any table around
the house, only used a rated
grooming table. 

They're built with safety, stability,
and comfort in mind. Grooming
tables have an anti-slip textured
surface, curved edges, and wide
legs to stop it from tipping over. 

Ensure your table is a suitable

size and length for your breed.

Always check the weight

restrictions and never exceed

them.

Adjust the height so it's

comfortable and you're not

leaning over. 

Make sure your table is 
rated for your specific dog 

PET ANY WAY LLC MASTER
EQUIPMENT GROOMING TABLE



TABLE ACCESSORIES

GROOMING LOOP

ANDIS PET STEEL COMB

TABLE ARM & CLAMP

The table arm is simply a steel bar
that clamps to your table and
extends overtop of the dog. You'll
attach a loop from the arm to your
dog. This is an essential safety
measure to ensure your dog
remains on the table. 

The arm and loop are a safety measure to
comfortably restrain your dog. Never leave
them unattended while on the table.  

The loop attatches to the arm
and around your dog's neck to
comfortably restrain their
movement. Remember, we're
not choking the dog, just limiting
their ability to jump off the table.  

I recommend a 5/8" wide loop
with an emergency quick-release.



A clean dog is the foundation of a good groom. If your dog is still
greasy after their bath it's going to make clipping and scissoring a
nightmare.

However, we don't want to damage their skin and coat in the process.

Look for products that have a short list of ingredients. If they don't list
any ingredients at all then stay away!

Less is more - Products with less ingredients
are usually healthier and more efficient. 
If your product doesn't list any ingredients
then stay away!

BATHING
SHAMPOO AND CONDITIONER

MY BRAND PICKS



THE HIGH VELOCITY DRYER

SHAMMY TOWELSHAMMY TOWEL
A shammy is a super-absorbent porous leather towel, typically used
for automotive cleaning. Unlike regular towels, they can soak up 10x
the water, and ring out easily.  

You can't scissor or clip a wet dog. We need to make sure they're totally
dry after their bath. Towels are great, but Shammys are better.

BATHING
DRYING

The high velocity dryer is optional
for starting groomers, but essential
for professionals. 

Like your hair dryer on steroids, it
pushes out cool air allowing for
fast drying while also 'fluffing' and
deshedding the coat. 

A dryer will cut your grooming time
down significantly. 



Nail clippers come in two
primary fashions, Scissor style
and Guillotine style. In my
experience the scissor style is
far more effective and safer. 

Millars Forge clippers are
universally loved for their
longevitiy. 

NAILS
NAIL CLIPPERS

DREMEL

I'm a big fan of the Dremel, but
not every dog is, so use your
best judgement. 

The official Dremel brand is the
clear winner here, especially for
big dogs with big paws. 

Mistakes happen, if you accidently cut into the Kwik always have
some Styptic Powder or 'Kwik Stop' on standby. It's a powder that
clots and stops bleeding fast.

STYPTIC POWDERSTYPTIC POWDER



Learn how you can confidently and efficiently use all these tools, and
get mentorship from professional groomers with our online training
Primpaws Grooming Academy

We deep dive into everything from scissoring & clipping techniques,
dealing with matted coats, grooming different breeds, and finishing
touches. 

If you have any questions email us at
support@primpawsgroomingacademy.com

Join The Online Groomer Training

Ready to take your grooming to the next level?

https://www.playbarkrun.com/online-beginners-grooming-course/
https://www.playbarkrun.com/online-beginners-grooming-course/

